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rapline foraging (repeated sequential
visits to a series of feeding locations)
is a taxonomically widespread but poorly
understood behavior. Investigating these
routing strategies in the field is particularly difficult, as it requires extensive
tracking of animal movements to retrace
their complete foraging history. In a
recent study, we used harmonic radar
and motion-triggered video cameras to
track bumblebees foraging between artificial flowers in a large open field. We
describe how all bees gradually developed a near optimal trapline to link
all flowers and have identified a simple
learning heuristic capable of replicating
this optimization behavior. Our results
provide new perspectives to clarify the
sequence of decisions made by pollinating insects during trapline foraging, and
explore how spatial memory is organized
in their small brains.
“I have always regretted that I did not
mark the bees by attaching bits of cotton
wool or eiderdown to them with rubber,
because this would have made it much
easier to follow their paths.” Charles
Darwin.1

Many animals, from pollinating insects2,3
to frugivorous mammals,4,5 feed on
patchy renewable resources and develop
routes to visit patches in stable sequences.
This behavior is called “trapline foraging” by analogy to fur-trappers checking
their traps by following habitual routes.6
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Although taxonomically widespread, trapline foraging remains poorly understood
due to the difficulty of tracking the movements of individual animals in the field. In
his précis on the routes of ‘humble bees’,
Darwin1 explained the difficult challenge
of reconstructing the paths of bees flying
between multiple locations over several
hundred meters (see verbatim quote; Fig.
1).
Research on trapline foraging by pollinators has traditionally focused on the
adaptive value of this behavior, through
optimal foraging models assuming that
animals use hardwired movement rules
(choices of movement distances or turning
angle) as if they were continually exploring new habitats.7-9 More recently, laboratory studies on bumblebees have begun
to investigate the behavioral mechanisms
underpinning trapline foraging by recording the movements of individually marked
foragers exploiting remote controlled artificial flowers10,11 fitted with automated
tracking systems12,13 in indoor flight cages.
These studies have consistently shown
that bees improve their foraging performance as they accumulate experience, by
approximating the shortest possible route
to visit all flowers,10,11,14,15 prioritizing visits
to flowers offering greater rewards,16 and
trading off accuracy of route repeatability
against flight speed.13 These behaviors are
incompatible with hardwired movement
rules,11,15 indicating that bees acquire a
spatial memory of flower locations and use
this information to minimize travel costs.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the flight paths of male bumblebees (Bombus hortorum) by Charles Darwin.
Observations were made between 1854–1861 on the grounds of Darwin’s home in Downe (Kent,
UK). For several successive years, bees appeared to follow the same routes (dotted lines) linking
plants and several “buzzing places.” Image from,1 with permission from the Natural History Museum of London.

Figure 2. Tracking bees in the field with harmonic radar. (A) A bumblebee (Bombus terrestris)
forager with a radar transponder attached to its back, visiting a thistle flower (Image by Stephan
Wolf, with permission). (B) Harmonic radar used to track bees’ flight paths in the field (Image by
Oscar Ramos-Rodriguez, with permission). The transponder re-radiates a harmonic of the radar
signal which can be detected against a strong ground clutter over a range of about 700 m. Radar
tracking of tagged bumblebees visiting artificial flowers arranged in a regular pentagon revealed
how bees discover flowers and gradually learn the shortest possible sequence to visit all flowers
once and return to the nest (Fig. 3).

Tracking Bees with Radar
and Motion-Triggered Cameras
in the Field
However, no one had determined if this
ability to optimize routes is also observed
at ecologically-relevant spatial scales in
the field. This is a fundamental question
as bees typically visit hundreds of flowers
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and can fly several kilometres during a foraging bout.17 To answer this question, we
observed bumblebees (Bombus terrestris)
developing traplines between five artificial
flowers arranged in a regular pentagon
(50 m side) on a mown pasture.18 We fitted
each flower with a motion-triggered video
camera to record all visits and attached a
radar transponder to the back of the bees
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to monitor their flight paths (Fig. 2).
Although harmonic radar has been used
to track low-flying insects for over 15 y,19
this is first time this technology has been
used to follow the same individual over
successive foraging bouts in arrays with
multiple feeding stations, and thus to
study the processes of route learning and
refinement.
This combination of technology
enabled us to “visualize” the foraging
routes used by each bee and how they
were modified with experience (Fig. 3).
All bees developed a stable trapline to link
all flowers in an optimal sequence after 26
foraging bouts, having tried only 20 of the
120 possible different routes. Their average travel distance decreased dramatically
by 80% between their first and last bout,
and their final routes were very close to
the shortest possible path to visit all flowers. We then investigated how flexible this
behavior was by recording the foraging
patterns of bees after having removed a
familiar flower from the array and introduced a new one in a different location.
During the next few foraging bouts,
all bees kept visiting the empty location (indicating that spatial information
stays in memory for a long time) but also
engaged in search flights to explore new
areas. One bee localized the new flower
and developed a new optimal trapline in
two bouts, illustrating just how efficient
bee’s optimization behavior is.
A Simple Learning Heuristic
Accurately Replicates Trapline
Optimization
Finding the shortest route between flowers is not a trivial task. In fact, bees solved
a problem analogous to the Traveling
Salesman Problem, in which the task is
to compute the shortest route to visit a set
of locations once before returning to the
origin.20 This problem is difficult to solve
as the number of possible routes increases
factorially with the number of locations
to visit. Therefore, even in our simple
design with five flowers, bees had to
choose among 120 possible routes. To try
to identify bees’ optimization strategy, we
compared their flower visitation sequences
with predictions from heuristic (approximate) solutions to the Traveling Salesman
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Problem. We identified a simple model,
consistent with our current understanding
of bees’ navigational toolkit,21 that closely
matched our observations: upon returning to the nest, a bee compares the length
of the route just traveled to the shortest
route previously experienced, and if this
new route is no longer, the bee will be
more likely to repeat it in future foraging
bouts. Through a positive feedback, route
segments that shorten the overall route
are reinforced in memory, while others
are abandoned, allowing bees to select
an optimal trapline while retaining some
ability to adjust their route in response
to changes in the spatial configuration of
flowers.18
Toward a Mechanistic
Understanding of Trapline
Foraging
Despite a long history of research on bee
navigation, most knowledge has been
deduced from the behavior of foragers
traveling between their nest and a single
feeding site.21,22 Therefore, investigating
how bees develop multi-destination routes
has the potential to fill an important gap
in our understanding of their biology and
their impact on pollination. The demonstration that complex routing behavior
can emerge from simple learning rules is
especially interesting as it suggests that
bees can develop optimal routes using only
procedural instructions that inform them
of the appropriate action for a given place,
without requiring a centralized representation of space or a “cognitive map”—the
idea that animals build an internal coherent representation of the spatial connectivity between important features of their
environments.23 Although our study did
not specifically test this hypothesis, our
model now provides a useful theoretical
platform to generate specific empirically
testable predictions about how different
organizations of spatial memory might
produce different movement patterns and
optimization dynamics by bees in various
configurations of flowers.
Another informative approach to
address these questions is to directly
investigate the neural underpinnings of
spatial memories. This approach has long
been hampered by the lack of a suitable
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Figure 3. Radar tracks of bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) visiting artificial flowers arranged in a
pentagon in the field. Black dots show the position of bees at 3 sec intervals as recorded by the
radar. White circles indicate the locations of the artificial flowers (1–6) and the nest-box (Nest). Distances are in meters. (A) Flight path of a naïve bee during its first foraging bout in an array of five
flowers (1–5) arranged in a regular pentagon. This initial path is long, doesn’t link all flowers and
returns several times at the same (empty) flowers. (B) Flight path of an experienced bee during its
28th foraging bout in the same array as in A. The route was very close to the optimal path to visit
all flowers once (312 m). (C) Flight path of an experienced bee during its 8th foraging bout after a
familiar flower (flower 3) has been removed and a new flower (flower 6) has been introduced. The
bee has discovered the new flower and integrated it into a new optimal sequence, although still
visiting the location with the missing flower. Images modified from.18

paradigm to study visual learning on intact
restrained bees. However, two recent
studies indicate this is now feasible using
proboscis extension response conditioning,24,25 a classical associative learning task
that emulates the sequence of behavior a
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bee exhibits during foraging.26 With this
paradigm, it is conceivable to use electrophysiological recording and brain-imaging techniques on harnessed subjects to
explore the mechanisms underlying visual
learning and the suite of decision-making
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processes involved in routes development.
Ultimately, better integration between
behavioral and neuroscience approaches to
research on insect navigation might help
unravel how spatial information is perceived, encoded and stored in the insect
brain, and clarify whether this takes the
form of a ‘map’ or not.
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